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Application of atmospheric plasmas to enhance the properties of carbon fibre
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For fibre reinforced polymer composites in marine applications, achieving high bond

strength between fibre and polymer is critical regarding performance. This study

focuses at modifying the surface of carbon fibres using atmospheric plasma

treatments, to achieve superior bond performance. The modification is achieved using

two processes; plasma activation of fibres and the application of a plasma

polymerised acrylic acid primer layer, to enhance polymer adhesion of the fibre (6µm

dia), in an epoxy matrix. Atmospheric plasma treatments were initially carried out

using two plasma jet sources; air based PlasmaTreat system and helium based

PlasmaStream system. The jets were evaluated for plasma activation treatment of

unsized fibres. With the air plasma the high rate of gas throughput required (30L/min),

resulted in the distortion of the treated fibre, making this system unsuitable. Whereas

the PlasmaStream system, while lower gas flow rates (15L/min) was used, which did

not distort the fibres, significant arching was observed during the treatment. This

damaged the dielectric housing around the source pin electrodes. To address this

issue, the source was altered preventing the build-up of charge on the virtual cathode

electrode configuration. An optimised frequency using a variable frequency

(10–400kHz) power supply, together with the modified source, fibres were

successfully treated with the plasma without significant arcing. This system was used

for activation and depositing the nm thick plasma polymerised coatings. The coatings'

properties were evaluated on the fibre surface and silicon wafer surfaces. The approx.

100nm thick coatings were examined using ellipsometry, profilometry, XPS, FTIR,

SEM and optical microscopy. The acrylic acid coated fibres, plasma activated, and the

unactivated control fibres were used to fabricate epoxy composites. Water ingress,

salt spray test and mechanical tests were used to compare the performance of the

untreated and treated fibres.
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